NEW PROGRAMS POINT NEW DIRECTIONS

Program in Population and Health

Nova University has established a new program in Population and Health which will capitalize on the University's experience over ten years with innovative teaching techniques and formats. The program will provide education in interdisciplinary health management and population health care delivery. It will feature a curriculum that is suitable for community health workers, care providers, and health educators. The main purpose of the program is to train health professionals who wish to improve their competency but who cannot renge on job or family responsibilities to go back to college full-time, Nova President Abraham S. Fischler said. Participants are mature middle and upper level professionals who want to increase their effectiveness in health care delivery systems and study for credentials which enable them to advance within their organizations.

In coordination with the Graduate Management Program and Nova's Center for Public Affairs, master's degree programs have been established and are being offered to health career professionals. The degrees are based on courses in business management and public administration and are complemented by courses in health which emphasize the health-care system, local governmental, and health-care delivery.

The course work can be completed in eighteen months with the practicum taking approximately six additional months, thus enabling a student to complete the degree in two years' time. The format for class meetings covers a three-month term during which a student takes two courses (six credit hours). The group meets every third weekend on Friday evenings and in all-day Saturday sessions. The first group of students to enroll in a Master of Science in Health Management degree commenced classes on the Nova campus on January 6th.

A cluster, or group of participating students, can be established in any location where there is sufficient interest; the cluster meets on a regular basis. Faculty from Nova campus as well as other renowned experts from various institutions will be sent to the cluster locations to teach the courses.

Ocean Sciences Center Looks To The Future

Recently named director of the Ocean Sciences Center of Nova University, George E. Lawnczak, Jr. has adopted as his motto, John Paul II's famous phrase, "I will not have anything to do with ships which do not sail fast, for I intend to go in my own way." The reorganization of the Nova University Physical Oceanography Laboratory, which began two months ago, has resulted in a new program in Physical Oceanography which will seek to find a person with international reputation in this field and the recruitment of 500 members by the end of June for Friends of Ocean Sciences. Lawnczak emphasized that the Friends, patterned after the Associates at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution in Massachusetts, would implement the aims of the Center in helping the growth and expansion of programs which do not receive federal funding.

"I hope that membership in this group will provide a sense of belonging to the community and residents of Broward County, an outlet for those who would like to be involved with the challenges which a dynamic organization of this kind will provide." According to Dr. Lawnczak, Nova University has entered into a formal agreement with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution to meet annually at the Nova Ocean Sciences Center. This group will be asked to advise and help with scientific decisions pertinent to the advancement of programs at the Center.

Lawnczak intends to expand the Directors Advisory Board to 50 members. "We plan to form a special committee, the Science Advisory Board consisting of five or six prominent oceanographers from this country to meet annually at the Nova Ocean Sciences Center. This group will be asked to advise and help with scientific decisions pertinent to the advancement of programs at the Center.

In addition, Dr. Lawnczak intends to start a faculty growth program within the next five years which anticipates the growth of the Center's faculty to 15, and an increase of support personnel to at least 30 as the growth of the Center is realized. He is hopeful that boat donations will include a houseboat that could fulfill the needs of incoming faculty serving as a dormitory at the Center.

We want to capitalize on the beauty of the ocean and the surrounding landscapes setting the climate for an entire school. Our planning is being made with the long term in mind, to build a school that anticipates the growth of the Center and to prepare to meet the needs of the students as they move through the school.
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT

A series of meetings involving top officials from Nova University and the Souza Marques University Foundation, which could have a significant impact on Nova's future, took place in August in Rio de Janeiro.

The Brazilian Ministry of Education was represented at the signing ceremony and the support of the Ministry was assured to actualize the potential inherent in the agreement.

Professor Helio Aiguainaga, director of Souza Marques' Maternal and Child Health Research Center, and Professor Burton A. Landy, a graduate of the Nova Law Center, the University of Miami, the University of Puerto Rico, and the Catholic University of Colombia, were broadcast right from the Study of Law.

The signing of this International Technical Cooperation Agreement, Dr. Aiguinaga said, "is not only a milestone in the history of the participating institution, but the exercise of the perceived responsibility for universities in the modern world."

Comparative Legal Seminar Held In Medellin

The conference was sponsored by the Nova Law Center, the University of Miami, the University of Puerto Rico, and the Catholic University of Colombia; Luis Gabriel Botero Ospina, dean of the University of Antioquia; and Laurence M. Hyatt, president of the Nova University Center for the Study of Law.

C. Graff, director of Continuing Legal Education of the Nova Law Center, "They requested more programs on the subject for the future," said Graff, "and plans are being researched for a 1978 program.

"The seminar, which was held at the Inter-Continental Hotel and co-sponsored by the Inter-American Bar Association, Washington, D.C.

Despite some unexpected events, including a stop over in Barranquilla because of fog in Medellin and power failures in the hotel, participants gave the seminar high ratings, according to Roland S. Fischler.

Attorneys and professional businessmen from Florida and Colombia, South America attended the first Nova Law Center comparative legal seminar in Medellin, Colombia November 5-11. The conference was sponsored by the Nova Law Center, the Universidad Pontificia de Medellin and the Sister Cities Project of Fort Lauderdale and Medellin.

The seminar was held at the Inter-Continental Hotel and co-sponsored by the Inter-American Bar Association, Washington, D.C.

Despite some unexpected events, including a stop over in Barranquilla because of fog in Medellin and power failures in the hotel, participants gave the seminar high ratings, according to Roland S. Fischler, director of Continuing Legal Education of the Nova Law Center. "They requested more programs on the subject for the future," said Graff, "and plans are being researched for a 1978 program.

"The seminar, which was held at the Inter-Continental Hotel and co-sponsored by the Inter-American Bar Association, Washington, D.C.

Despite some unexpected events, including a stop over in Barranquilla because of fog in Medellin and power failures in the hotel, participants gave the seminar high ratings, according to Roland S. Fischler.
Exceptional Children

Laurel School have all these extras. Each student certified professionals at The Laurel School. The Laurel School? The key word is mainstreaming. The University School, academically and individual ages each child to be aware that children general setting of education. It encouraged children. Thus mainstreaming, broken taught to children so that they can be taught to above average intelligence and, though they have lived longer because they have had service training for teachers.

Max Salzman was a furrier for 31 years. Today he is an expert, of sorts, on the study of life. He is the founder of The Institute for Retired Professionals of Nova University. The two got together and, with the cooperation of the New School, the Institute for Retired Professionals of Nova University was launched.

Discussion groups and seminars, lecture series and workshops and an audited Nova College course will be available. Subjects include current affairs, literature, drama, music, psychology, self-awareness, government, law and others.

"I keep and learning," says Salzman about his South Florida entry shocks. As luck would have it, Dr. Lloyd Elgart, director of the Institute for Life-long Awareness at Nova University, was trying to find a way to start a program that would intellectually challenge retired professionals. The two got together and, with the cooperation of the New School, the Institute for Retired Professionals of Nova University was launched.

For six years he commuted from Fort Rockaway to New York to participate in the New School program. His interest in Chinese culture led him to join a flight to China for 17 days where he observed and experienced the lifestyles and attitudes of the people as well as the July, 1976 earthquake.

"I was scared at first and then I signed up for a seminar on history. I heard that I might have to give a paper," he recalls. The Macmillan was the topic of that paper. He has had many more, particularly on China, his chosen area of interest, and was elected to the Council that helps to run the Institute, which has a waiting list for participants.

"I wanted to keep living and not fade away and die. I have observed, from my experience with IRI, that many people have lived longer because they have had service training for teachers.

New Institute for Retired Professionals

Criminal Justice Program Expands to Canal Zone

Nova University’s Criminal Justice program has expanded to the Panama Canal Zone, with two Master of Arts degree clusters already operating there and two under-graduate clusters scheduled to begin in January.

The program is being carried on in Panama City through the Canal Zone facility. The two-year program, founded by Dr. David W. Britt, acting director. Primarily, the students are Canal zone police officers and criminal justice majors that have graduated from the college. Some faculty is being sent to the Zone from the main campus and some has been recruited there.

The University’s offer to establish a program there was received enthusiastically," the director said, and the college has been highly cooperative in providing classroom space and other facilities.

Only two U.S. institutions are operating in the Zone. The University of Florida and the University of Oklahoma State carry on programs for the Army. The Canal Zone is the first location outside Florida for the under-graduate student, but plans have been laid for establishing clusters in other states.

Currently the program embraces nearly 400 graduate students in some courses. The program is in its eight years, plus more than 300 undergraduate students, all of whom are in Florida. About 60 per cent of the students are Nova University students, the others, for the most part, corrections officers and court personnel.

Dr. Elgart’s master’s degree program offers a 36-credit curriculum covering law and enforcement, courts, corrections, theory, and administration. The faculty are top personnel drawn from a national pool of scholars and professors experienced in teaching, research and administration.

The faculty represent such institutions as John Jay College and New York University, the Institute of Government at the University of Georgia, the Department of Psychology at the University of Alabama, Michigan State, Kent State, Duke University and the University of Florida.

Dr. Britt holds a doctorate in sociology from the University of North Carolina and taught at Vanderbilt University and Florida Atlantic before coming to Nova. He has performed several research projects in criminal justice funded by the U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and served as a consultant to a number of others.

New Program for Higher Education

Dr. Eugene E. DuBois is director of the new Institute for Staff Development and Life-long Learning of the Center for Higher Education, which was created in order to expand the breadth and scope of successful staff development activities of Nova to the community college movement.

This expanded service includes the creation of Study Groups (20 persons per group) for faculty and administrators wishing to develop their expertise at the graduate level for increasing competencies in their current professional roles, for the advancement in the community college or for those individuals seeking entry level or part-time employment.

Persons desiring credit toward a Nova University doctoral degree are required to complete all requirements for the course as prescribed in official Nova University literature for regularly enrolled students in the field-based program. Practicum credit is available only to students who have been officially accepted into the Ed.D. Program and are attached to a Cluster.

Persons not wishing credit may also participate in the Study Group.

The Study Group is taught by a National faculty, a national service in community college education. The Group meets for three all day sessions (Saturdays) during a three-month period.

Self-Study Set for Undergraduate Center

Nova College and other components of the Center for Undergraduate Studies have come under a self-study preparatory for a visitation from the accreditation team of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in the fall of 78.

"Dr. Milton Gabrisenen, former director of the University’s studies in human geography and special assistant to the President, has agreed at my request to coordinate and monitor the self-study," Dr. Harold R. Harnett, former president, has agreed at my request to coordinate and monitor the self-study.

I welcome the coincidence of this happening along with my arrival, because it is a good opportunity for an institution to take a look at what it’s doing, what it could be doing better and what it intends to "grow," he adds.

"We so often become involved in crisis management. This is a good way to look at oneself, to chart goals and to set priorities," Harnett said.

"It’s clear that there are tremendous opportunities for independent four year undergraduate study in the community," Harnett said. "We want to assure ourselves that the programs are substantial and rigorous and provide for our adult group of students the opportunity for career improvement they desire.

Whether it will result in a set of recommendations for another type of program is impossible to predict," he added. "I hope it will.

Institute of Residential Marketing Begins

The Builders Association of South Florida, Florida Atlantic Home Builders Association, Home Builders Association of Palm Beach Counties, Nova University, Nova’s Program Expands to Florida’s First Institute of Residential Marketing.

Courses are taught to full-time leading builders and marketing specialists from the residential housing industry. This college level program offers a Master’s Degree in Residential Marketing (MIRM).

The program consists of four 12-week courses, plus meetings for 250 hours sessions one night a week. The course is also open to students who wish to earn credit toward undergraduate degree at Nova University.

The Institute of Residential Marketing is a service of the Builders Association of Palm Beach Counties and the Nova University Residential Marketing Group, which is a special interest group for faculty and administrators at Nova.

In the course of the Civic Building (MIRM). The Nova College program is scheduled to begin in January.

The first course this January is a self-study, "Home Building and Inservice Education of the Contractor," will be taught by the Nova College faculty.

The second course, "Home Building and Inservice Education of the Contractor," will be taught by the Nova College faculty.

The third course, "Home Building and Inservice Education of the Contractor," will be taught by the Nova College faculty.

The fourth course, "Home Building and Inservice Education of the Contractor," will be taught by the Nova College faculty.

Nova’s/IRMI Committee members include the following: Dr. DuBois, head of Residential Marketing, Tom Tyson, Centex Homes of Florida, Dr. Milton Gabrisenen, former director of the University’s studies in human geography and special assistant to the President, has agreed at my request to coordinate and monitor the self-study.

The University School, academically and individual ages each child to be aware that children general setting of education. It encouraged children. Thus mainstreaming, broken taught to children so that they can be taught to above average intelligence and, though they have lived longer because they have had service training for teachers.

The Laurel School is officially recognized January 11 at a tree planting ceremony at the school. Dr. Abraham S. Fisher, president of Nova University, the Board of Governors of The School’s Board of Directors, Dr. Joseph Randazzo, headmaster of The University School, in Downing at The Laurel School working side by side as a teacher parent team.

Persons are working toward creating a model exceptional child center in the community, focusing on teacher training, research, and innovative ideas in the learning field," said Saladino.

Dr. Lloyd Elgart, director of the Institute for Life-long Awareness at Nova University, was trying to find a way to start a program that would intellectually challenge retired professionals. The two got together and, with the cooperation of the New School, the Institute for Retired Professionals of Nova University was launched.

Discussion groups and seminars, lecture series and workshops and an audited Nova College course will be available. Subjects include current affairs, literature, drama, music, psychology, self-awareness, government, law and others.

"IRP makes you feel, as you get older, that you are constantly living and learning," says Elgart.

For six years he commuted from Farm Rockaway to New York to participate in the New School program. His interest in Chinese culture led him to join a flight to China for 17 days where he observed and experienced the lifestyles and attitudes of the people as well as the July, 1976 earthquake.

"I was scared at first and then I signed up for a seminar on history. I had to agree to give a paper," he recalls. The Macmillan was the topic of that paper. He has had many more, particularly on China, his chosen area of interest, and was elected to the Council that helps to run the Institute, which has a waiting list for participants.

"I wanted to keep living and not fade away and die. I have observed, from my experience with IRI, that many people have lived longer because they have had service training for teachers.

New Institute for Lifelong Awareness... MANY NEW COURSES

Nova University’s Institute for Lifelong Awareness offers with the addition of more than a dozen new courses for its series starting Jan. 23. The 62 courses are available weekdays, afternoons and evenings in various locations on the university campus in Davie.

Dr. Lloyd Elgart announced, range from psychology, poetry and hypnotic to jazz, sculpture and photography, and the college’s communication, efficient use of time, the Mayan civilization, Russian literature, Far East religions and hermitism.

Courses to be repeated in this series cover such subjects as figure drawing, symphonic music, opera, draama, creative writing, science fiction, Renaissance art, parenthood, world affairs, selling, investment and finance, and marriage.

Institute For Lifelong Awareness... MANY NEW COURSES

Nova University’s Institute for Lifelong Awareness offers with the addition of more than a dozen new courses for its series starting Jan. 23. The 62 courses are available weekdays, afternoons and evenings in various locations on the university campus in Davie.

Dr. Lloyd Elgart announced, range from psychology, poetry and hypnotic to jazz, sculpture and photography, and the college’s communication, efficient use of time, the Mayan civilization, Russian literature, Far East religions and hermitism.

Courses to be repeated in this series cover such subjects as figure drawing, symphonic music, opera, draama, creative writing, science fiction, Renaissance art, parenthood, world affairs, selling, investment and finance, and marriage.
Alumni Program Expands With Century Foundation

As a part of its expanding alumni programs, Nova University has announced the formation of the Century Foundation, a division of the Nova University Alumni Foundation. The purpose of the Century Foundation is to provide professional development and continuing education opportunities for alumni of Nova University.

The Century Foundation will offer a variety of programs, including workshops, seminars, and conferences. These events will be open to all alumni of Nova University, regardless of their field of study.

The Century Foundation's programs will be designed to meet the needs of alumni at all stages of their careers. Whether alumni are looking to advance their careers, improve their skills, or simply stay informed about the latest developments in their field, the Century Foundation will offer programs that are tailored to their needs.

In addition to its regular programming, the Century Foundation will also offer customized programs for corporate clients. These programs can be tailored to meet the specific needs of a company, providing a cost-effective way for organizations to provide professional development opportunities to their employees.

The Century Foundation will be housed on the Nova University campus, with a dedicated facility for programming and events. The facility will include state-of-the-art conference rooms, a lecture hall, and a workshop space.

Members of the Century Foundation will be entitled to a variety of benefits, including access to exclusive events, discounts on programming, and a network of like-minded professionals.

The Century Foundation is committed to providing high-quality programming that meets the needs of its membership. Through its efforts, the Century Foundation will help alumni stay current, advance their careers, and contribute to the broader community.
The Board of Trustees hosted the Association.

More than one hundred persons in attendance.

Mr. Arthur Brown of United Yacht Brokers is current president, Mr. Bud Hurh, Director of Nova's Marine Development Program, is a past president of the Association.

The Board of Trustees invited a cocktail party and cookout to honor the Southern Yachtbrokers Association in November at the Ocean Sciences Center. More than 300 guests attended and were treated to a view of the Atlantic. The association has been in existence since 1947. Mr. Arthur Brown of United Yacht Brokers is current president, Mr. Bud Hurh, Director of Nova's Marine Development Program, is a past president of the Association.

Some of the alumni and guests enjoying the reunion... at home.

Nova at Coral Springs... Founding Board of Governors

The Nova University South Florida Alumni Association held a reunion at the Center for Ocean Sciences on Dania Beach, October 8.

President Fischler welcomed the more than one hundred persons in attendance. He expressed interest in the continuing development of an Alumni Association designed to meet the ongoing needs of students and graduates.

Dr. James Gordon, Chairman of the Florida Board of Regents, and Dr. Roy Wilson, former Director of Programs, discussed immediate and long-range objectives of the Century Foundation.

Joseph Murphy, Director of Alumni Programs, discussed immediate and long-range objectives of the Century Foundation.

J. F. Taravella, Chairman, also President and Chairman of the Board of Good Hope Properties.

Dr. James Gordon, Chairman of the Florida Board of Regents.

H. V. P. Parke, Florida State Senator.

Dr. George Lawnczak, Director of Ocean Sciences Center.

Nova/Sister Cities Send Gift

The Hospital Infantil Noel of Medellin is the recipient of a large shipment of dental equipment from members of the Dental Association of Broward County, Florida. The donation was implemented by the Sister Cities Project of Fort Lauderdale and Medellin through the auspices of Nova University.

Through the gifts of the Florida dentists the Hospital Infantil Noel received setups for three dental rooms for treatment of children of Medellin.

"We are happy to have a part in supporting a sister city project in such a tangible way," said Mrs. Florence Eadie, chairman of the board of the Sister City project. "The dental community of Broward County generally responded to the appeal for equipment."
Mr. Edward Liebes, formerly Chief Accountant of Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York, was appointed Nova University's Internal Auditor in August, 1977. He comes highly qualified to this position, with an extensive and varied record of achievements in his field.

After completing a number of courses in social studies and business education at New York University and City College of New York, Mr. Liebes graduated magna cum laude from Long Island University, number one in his class, and was elected to several honor societies.

Dean Laurence M. Hyde, Jr. of The Law Center has announced the appointment of Roland C. Graff as Director of Placement and Legal Education. Howard C. Berman has been named Assistant Dean.

Graff has been a hospital administrator for 22 years, most recently at Pembroke Pines General Hospital in Hollywood and Hubert Rutland Hospital in St. Petersburg. He holds a degree in business administration from the University of Minnesota.

Berman received his Juris Doctor degree from Nova University in May, 1977, and his Bachelor of Arts degree from Tulane University in 1973.

Assistant Professor Marc Rohr of the Law Center appeared with attorney Ellis Rubin on the John Stupak Show on WFTL on October 27. The topic of discussion was the recently televised trial of Ronnie Zomora.

Dean David A. Harnett of Nova College has been elected Acting Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the U.S. Commission for the United World College, which comprises three international high schools in Wales, Canada and Singapore. He recently attended a meeting of the Board of the International Council of IWC, which is currently chaired by Lord Mountbatten of Burma and, as of July, to be chaired by HRH, the Prince of Wales.


Law Professor Jim Brown spoke to the South Florida lawyers who represent Lawyers Title Guarantee Fund of Orlando. The group met for their annual dinner on November 10, 1977 at the Pier 66 Restaurant. Professor Brown thanked them for donating $1000 as seed money for our efforts to build a Legal Library. This campaign is receiving a concentrated effort by Professor Brown and the Development Office.

De. Leonard Tomassello, Director of Libraries of Hialeah University, spoke to the faculty of St. Gregory's School on "Discipline-Frevering Classroom Problems," and to their parent organization on "Effective Parenting." An article, "Fruit, Vegetable, Nuts and Grain Days," co-authored by Bill Vogel, originator of this special day, has been submitted to Teacher Magazine.

Barry Dubner, associate professor of law at Nova University, recently returned to the University of Australia Law School where he was a visiting professor for six months.

The recipient of several Fulbright-Hays Scholarships, he taught administrative law and a tutorial in constitutional law. "Their whole education system is quite different," he said about his students in Perth. "They enter the university at 17 or 18 and take general courses for the first year. Then they decide what area they wish to specialize in, and so on for the next four years." Classes are straight lectures without any student participation. "The only time students discuss," said Dubner, "is in tutorials that meet every other week."

In Australia, unlike the United States, is possible for a law student to obtain a master's degree and a doctorate degree. Some schools require that law students work as a clerk for six months to a year; others require six months in practice school.

Dubner was able to see how a different system works and to exchange ideas about the running of a law school," Dubner commented. "I made friends with a lot of people in Australia, staff and students, and wrote the second draft of my book."

Dubner compared the U.S. legal system with Australia's. Dubner said ours is not superior. "They would consider a contingent fee unethical. Also, if you sue another party and lose the case, you have to pay the other's entire legal expenses and costs. This cuts down on unnecessary litigation."

Dubner also lectured on the law of the sea, a subject into which he has done extensive research. This brand of international law covers mineral and fishing rights, environmental law and marine pollution laws.

Dubner is now completing a book on the law of international sea piracy. He is also researching a comparative study of the offshore law of the sea problems concerning Australia and the U.S. Professor Dubner teaches international law and international commercial transactions.

He holds his undergraduate degree from Hunter College in economics and four law degrees from New York University, University of Miami and New York Law School. His first book, The Law of Territorial Waters of Mid-Ocean Archipelagos and Archipelagic States, was recently published in Holland.

Dr. Joel Warren, director of Life Sciences Center, delivered a paper in November to the Department of Oncology of the Memorial Research Institute, University of Miami and New York Law School. His first book, The Law of Territorial Waters of Mid-Ocean Archipelagos and Archipelagic States, was recently published in Holland.

Dr. John M. Flynn, Professor of Psychology, explained the Foster Parent Project to administrative and case-worker staff of Virginia Beach and Representatives from the Virginia Dep. of Welfare Nov. 14. Beginning in January, the Foster Parent Project of Nova's Living 'n Learning Center will train VA Beach caseworkers and supervisors (for a period of five months) in the methods and content of training being accomplished at Nova. Virginia Beach training will be a pilot for possible further training by Nova for other Virginia areas.

In Daytona Beach, during the Florida Association for Health and Social Services Conference May 4-6, Dr. Flynn initiated action to establish a statewide advocacy committee for foster care. A task force of people from Duke, Broward, and Palm Beach courses is developing the Committee.

Dr. Frederic Varriichio has been named Associate Professor of Embryological Oncology in the Life Sciences Center. He comes to this position from the Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center in New York City, where he was an associate in the Experimental Pathology Laboratory.

Varriichio presented a paper entitled "Pancreas Histol I Porphoryla- tion in Development, Regression and Cancer" at the annual meeting of the American Association for Pancreatic Cancer Research in Chicago, and at the 10th Annual Miami Winter Symposia. Another paper, "Pancreas Acinar Regeneration," was published in the November issue of Cancer Research, the journal of the American Association for Cancer Research.

As part of an effort to organize and begin its search in Jacksonville, Bermuda and Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Dr. Martin D. Weiner, Director of Graduate Management Programs, and Margaret R. Shearman, Assistant Director, went to Bermuda in early December. They recently returned from Cuba, where they met with officials of the Cuban Board to negotiate a contract which will offer the MBA and MS/HRM programs to qualified Cuban students. All plans indicate that these three clusters will begin in early 1978.

Dr. James A. Johnson, Jr. has been appointed to the post of Director of Institutional for the National Ed.D. Program for Educational Leaders.

Dr. Marlene Mitchell is the newly appointed coordinator of program development, research and evaluation at The University School, where she will develop programs for the intellectually and creatively talented child. She also will evaluate current programs, visit other schools to coordinate information and activities and organize a career education program and a community school.

These programs will be developed "not in the office, but with teacher, child and parent participation, because this approach breeds a higher level of commitment," she explained.

Dr. Mitchell's credentials and experience have prepared her well for this undertaking. She earned her BA and MA in elementary education at Queen's Col­ lege in New York where she also worked on a thesis for her MA in special education and administration. She taught in the New York Public School system and was a professor at Mills College of Education.

She earned her Ph.D. in education research from Nova University. She then worked with Dr. Jim Smith for one year on the Iroward County Career Education project. From there, Dr. Mitchell went on to teach at the University of Minnesota. A tennis buff, she won the University mixed doubles (her partner was one of her graduate students) and became "Burger King Athlete of the Month."

She lives with her two daughters, Carole and Jill, attending High School and Suzy, 19, who wants to become an attorney and is now a junior at the University of North Carolina.

Marlene Mitchell believes strongly that children should identify their career goals and then refine that decision through exposure to "real world" contacts, to make certain that their choice is right for them. This exploration, along with giving the children the skills to help them evaluate their choice of career, is a primary goal of her career education program.
Dr. Abraham S. Fischler, president of Nova University, delivered a speech at the Florida Migrant Child Compensatory Program at their September conference in Orlando. Theme of the conference was "Educating the Migrant-Buscando Excelencia." In November Dr. Fischler spoke at the Title Migrant Supervisors Workshop/Conference sponsored by Region 5 office of Compensatory Education.

Dr. Anna Mae Walsh Burke, director of B.S. in Education Program and Inservice Education Program, presented two papers at the American Psychological Association Convention in Miami in November. Dr. Burke spoke on the Profile of Women Psychologists and Generalization of C-matrix elements using the S-Vector formalism.

Professor Cheryl Eisen, of the Nova University Law Center, spoke to the board of directors of the Florida Bar. She described a new program and emphasized the importance of early identification and remediation at different day care centers in Broward County. The program was directed at the development of a long-range plan for Broward County. The presentation illustrates the results of an investigation of the relationship between population size and conflict within and between nations.

In October, he was re-elected to the board of trustees of the American Jewish Public Association of South Florida. He has served as the organization's attorney for the past year.

Dr. Doll Montgomery, of the Behavioral Sciences Center, gave a presentation on "Psychology and the Law" at the American Psychological Association's Annual Convention in Chicago.

Dr. Michael Palmer, associate professor of psychology at Nova University, spoke on November 11 to a joint meeting of the Dade County and Broward County Psychological Associations regarding the Ph.D. program in clinical psychology offered by Nova University. Following that he served on a panel to discuss doctoral training in psychology.

Don W. Llewellyn, a former professor in the School of Law at the College of William and Mary, has joined the faculty of Nova University's Center for the Study of Law. He took his law degree at New York University, practiced in Pennsylvania and is a specialist in trusts and estates as well as a knowledgeable business tax specialist. In addition, Dean Laurence Hyde announced the adjunct faculty of the Nova Center has been expanded with the appointment of Jeivy L. Orsescu, an assistant in the Broward County State Attorney's Office and former administrative assistant to Peter Brennan, (a one-time U.S. Secretary of Labor) as well as administrative assistant to U.S. Senators R. Javits.

Tobias Simon, a Miami attorney well known for his work on behalf of migrant farm laborers.

Mario P. Gederich, also a Miami attorney and a former professor of law at the University of Miami who practiced in Cuba prior to the establishment of the Communist government.

GEORGIA REYNOLDS, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics, was honored by the American Medical Association on "Medicine as a Career" at St. Thomas Aquinas High School career day Nov. 8. For the past 15 years, she has given one evening each month to speak at a different career center in Broward County on the early identification and remediation of pre-school problems.

Steven Winestyk and Bruce Bogow, professors at the Law Center, presented a two-day seminar on Appellate Practice for Advanced Legal Services to attorneys in Daytona Beach Oct. 16-17. The seminar focused on advanced concepts in jurisdiction, unction, extraordinary writs and related matters in both the Florida and Federal Courts. In addition, the substantially revised Florida rules of appellate procedure, effective March 1, 1978, were analyzed. Consideration is now being given to conducting similar programs for the Florida Bar Continuing Legal Education series.

Jon A. Sale, Associate Professor of Law, has taken a leave of absence from his full time teaching duties to serve as Chief of the Criminal Division in the United States attorneys office for the Southern District of Florida. While on leave of absence, Prof. Sale continues to teach Evidence & Criminal Procedure in an adjunct capacity.

LAURANCE HYDE, Jr., Dean of the Law Center, has been selected as the National Conference on Professional Responsibility held at the University of Denver Oct. 1-3. He spoke to the Hallandale Kiwanis Club October 12. He is serving on the Crime and Public Service Program Committee with Broward Circuit Judges John Miller, Frank Orlando and Alice Hastings for the National Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges Oct. 9-14, 1978, at the Diplomat Hotel. He participated at the National Conference on Professional Responsibility held at the University of Detroit Law School, October 1-3.
resources and development, which are necessary for effective leadership. They also require an academic program that is complementary to their ongoing administrative responsibilities. Finally, they require a flexible program which they can pursue at their own pace, on their own turf.

The Program:

The Program is self-paced but is designed to be completed by most students in two years. To complete the program, a student needs to demonstrate competency in each of the areas of study, perform a Special Project, and attend a week long workshop.

The areas of study are: Management, Development, Evaluation, Society, Curriculum, Resources, Policy, and Profession.

The Special Project, which must be proposed to the Program Director, is designed to resolve a real management problem in a child care program in a fashion that is integral to the student's needs and beneficial to the child care program.

The Program is under the direction of Dr. Gerald E. Humes. Dr. Humes has been Director of the National Ed.D. Program for Educational Leaders, and prior to Nova University, was Executive Director of the National Committee for Support of the Public Schools in Washington, D.C. Dr. Richard Goldman, from Kent State University's Early Childhood Education Program in Ohio, was asked about the unique aspects of the Program. Dr. Soffe emphasized three points: (1) the format is directly related to the education needs and circumstances of a specific child care constituency, (2) the Program offers selectively from other innovative programs at Nova and elsewhere, particularly the practitioner process developed in the school administration program and the system of extensive student commentary and evaluation performed at Nova by three factors including: (a) the degree of management of student materials; (b) serving as state child care officials; and policy research in general.

The Program's national advisory board accepted the responsibility of working with the staff to identify and resolve operational problems, and to help the Nova University identify other agencies in the child care field in which it might make a contribution.

Legal Seminar

(continued from page 1)

professor of international private law, on "Conflict of Laws in Colombian Juris- prudence," Jaime Jimenez Ramirez, spe- cialist in the Law of Integration at INTEL, on "System of Foreign Capital in Colombia," Jesus Llano Ramirez, civil municipal judge in Medellin, on "Real Property in Colombia," Fernando Mora, professor of international com- merce, School of Administration and Finance in Medellin, on "The Agreement of Imports/Exports-Colombia," and Jesus Valdengo Mejia, professor of the Univer- sity of Antioquia, Medellin and Professor of Bolivariana, on "Taxation of Non- Resident Aliens in Colombia and Tax Treaties of Colombia Investments Abroad."

United States lecturers included: James F. Bailey, associate professor of law, Indiana University School of Law, on "A Discussion of the Differences Between the Civil Law and Common Law Systems;" Ronald M. Barron, as- sociate professor law, Nova University Center for Law, on "South American Engaged in Business in the United States" Richard S. Lehman, attorney formerly with the Chief Counsel's office of L.R.S., in Washington, D.C., whose lecture was on "Taxation of Non-Resident Aliens by the Government of the United States," and Michelle A. Pivar, attorney, on "United States Real Estate Law & Transactions."

The trip to Medellin included a tour to Rio Negro and a restored colonial hacienda, Finca Olmedo, as well as a city tour. In addition, a tour of a new development, Bogota, for those who wished to take it.

Executive Council

(continued from page 4)

Humes Comments...

(continued from page 4)

Dr. Walter Duing from the Rosen- schild School of Marine and Atmospheric Science, who spoke on "Plans of 1979 in the Indian Ocean," Dr. James O'Brien, Department of Meteorology, Florida State University, and Dr. George Phil- ander, Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab- oratory, Princeton University, both spoke on "Upwelling in the Gulf of Guinea Created by Remote Forcing." Dr. David Anderson from Cambridge University, spoke on "Seasonal Adjustment in the Equatorial Atlantic." Dr. Walter Duing presented "Plans for the 1979 Somel Marley Current Studies." Dr. Michelle Fieux of the Physical Ocean- ographic Laboratory, National Museum of Natural History, Paris, France dis- cussed "Tentative Plans for the French Research Vessel Ocean Marley Current." Other institutions represented included: The University of Washington, Oregon State University, The National Center for Atmospheric Research, The National Science Foundation, NOAA's Atmospheric Oceanographic and Meteor- logical Laboratory, Harvard University and North Carolina State University.